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Introduction
Since its introduction to DUST514 and EVE:Online, Planetary Conquest (P.C.) has been
billed as The EndGame Content for DUST514, and optional extra content for EVE:Online.
Unfortunately, for various reasons, P.C. became the domain of the few; the largest and/or
most dedicated corporations (corps), with the skills, dedication, ISK, or simply the
willingness to utilise the most exploits and/or time zone inconveniences, who prevailed.
This came to a point, where all districts were owned by a single corp. And thus exploited
by those who wish to make huge ISK gains for practically no effort and in turn steamrolling
public matches and causing grief with those ill gotten gains. At the height of this bad
behaviour, some corps were making billions of ISK per week and potentially spreading that
wealth between their few dozen members. Obviously this was detrimental to the overall
economy and public matchmaking.
At the time of writing, district ownership has eased up a bit, being spread across 15
alliances, as well as a 35 nonallied corps, the majority of which hold a single district. This
looks relatively healthy, but this setup only generates about 2025% of the possible
attacks, or about 50odd/day from a brief review of public data.
Here is an attempt to answer the questions you posed at fanfest 2015 during the
DUST514 roundtable.The main question we feel that needed answering was : 
Making
planetary conquest lucrative, yet not exploitable to all.
The intent with this document is then to suggest a series of possible changes to
DUST514’s P.C. construct, to increase both the number of battles (and other activity), as
well as to extend the range of participation beyond the core corps.
These changes can be applied as a whole, as smaller sets or individually, depending on
intent and desire.
Note: If such changes are successful in directing a larger amount of players towards P.C.
participation, due to increased volume, adding a “metalock” (Metalevel limiter on gear in
fittings) on Public Contracts become a viable way to avoid “protostomping”
This proposal is not a magic pill and will not cure all, it is just a proposal. The ideas
expressed are from gamers who live and breathe DUST514. Some of these proposals
require a complete revamp of their current mechanics taking them back to the base
fundamentals, whilst others will require more Eve involvement and very minor U.I.
changes. All in all P.C. is about the End Game for all players, for fun and profit.
We do feel a need to highlight that this work started before the new P.C.related currencies
of Black Market Kredits (BMK) and Command Points (CP) were first discussed. That
particular thread from CCP appears to be focused purely on math and on balancing these
2 new currencies, and we have taken a different direction in this Proposal.
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Goals
●
●
●
●
●

Diversify scope and participation in P.C. ownership
Add reasons for P.C. ownership, purpose to attacks
Increase number of daily P.C. battles by at least 100%
Extend the range of players, who can participate in P.C. battles
Extend P.C. combat options
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District Changes
Sizing
Allowing more diverse District Sizes can make it easier for smaller corps to focus on
occupying a small district, while larger corps can choose to either spread out, or focus or
larger (and possibly more profitable) districts.
Size

Players

Sockets

Resources

Frequency

Extra Small

6v6

2 small

1

Uncommon

Small

8v8

Small + medium

1

Uncommon

Medium

12v12

2 small + medium

2

Common

Large*

16v16

Small, medium + large

2

Uncommon

Extra Large*

24v24

Small, medium + large

3

Rare

Note: Large and Extra Large districts may currently not be feasible, due to
battleperformance. In this case, these could possibly be run as 12v12 matches.
Extra Large districts should have a battlemap size that reflects this, and not only allow for,
but require the use of vehicles both for transport and combat. A useful analogy of this is
the current PlanetSide 2 beta on PS4, where vehicles are very much a necessity for
pushing combat to the next area.

Resources
Currently the game has 3 “currencies”, ISK, AUR, and Clones, the last of which is a
Planetary Conquest resource. Having only the 1 actual resource limits the impact of
owning specific districts and thus reducing the strategiclogistic value of them overall.
Extending to just a handful of resources allows for adding rarity and limitations, forcing
corps to actively seek out districts and/or trade; not just for the battle or the ISK, but for
any resources they may require.
Example resources:
Resource

Rarity

Example Purpose

Biomass

Common

Clone Production

Neutronium

Rare

Nanite Production

Platinum

Uncommon

Spy Satellite Production (
link
)
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Hafnium

Uncommon

Powerplant Operation

Dysprosium

Rare

Creating Experimental weapons

Scandium

Rare

Warbarge Component Production / Alteration

....

....

….

(the actual examples are just to kickstart a brainstorm on what purposes these could have  are not
meant as actual specs)

As resources are added, these have to be balanced such that an average income from a
medium district remains ca the same; this is to ensure that corps getting a district without a
Biomass resource are still able to purchase clones for their defence off of the initial
earnings. A ca 1week ROI should remain feasible in those cases where no 
Assaults
take
place on the district.
It is also possible to throw in map/socket advantages or disadvantages into the ROI
equation. For example, a district with a slightly lower overall income would have a slightly
easier to defend layout, etc. To some degree this can also be randomised slightly (at
creation, not ongoing) to give some districts a tactical advantage over others by having a
better overall ROI value.
By being able to sell the extracted resources to a common DUST514 playermarket
(instead of selling it back to an NPC), this also allows other corps to purchase the
resources and utilize these for e.g. 
Spy Satellite 
production.
Stockpiling resources then becomes a way to impact general availability of that resource,
and forces other corps to seek them out through hostile acquisition.
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P.C. Battles
Assault (in-band attacks)
Assaults, or inband attacks, are the equivalent of the current P.C. attacks.
When they occur, the district locks until the attack is executed, preventing others from
attacking, as well as 
raiding
it.
Battlemode remains “Skirmish”, though it would be beneficial to have maplayouts
(available area, distance between sockets etc) reflect the district size; forcing deployments
on the largest districts to utilize vehicles for mobility would define a purpose for vehicles
outside of the regular “IWin” button some see HAVs as.
As long as the attacker still have clones, the game can continue to spool up matches,
even concurrent ones if the attack and defence are both Open Contracts (see 
Scope of
Participation
, scopes 3 and 4).
Most of the remaining elements of the current P.C. attacks should remain asis.

Timing
Current setup has all attacks occur within 1 hour of a fixed (ownerselected) time, between
24 and 47 hours from the attack is initiated.
To accommodate a higher rate of attacks, changing the timing to a nonfixed, semirandom
timing, with less than 24 hours of wait, will allow multiple diverse attacks within the time
current setup allows for 1 attack.
A waittime between 2 and 18 hours still allows for reaction from the defending party, while
adding uncertainty on the part of the attacker. This naturally benefits the larger
corporations, which is addressed in 
the Mercenaries section
.
Definitions:
Distance
 number of “jumps” between districts/planets. Districts on same planet, or in
same solarsystem, has 0 “jumps”, resulting in a distance of 0
Sample formula (
A
) for calculating timing of an assault, in hours:
1+random(1,6)+Distance
Examples:
Same planet, average wait of 4.5 hours, range 27 hours.
Planet 4 jumps away, average wait of 8.5 hours, range 611 hours
To adjust the timing, some simple changes can be made depending on desired outcome.
Increasing the impact of 
Distance
, e.g. by multiplying by 1.5, means that it can more
desirable to attack districts closer to you to achieve a shorter waittime (less
preparationtime on the defending side).
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Decreasing the 
maxrandom
time reduces uncertainty for the attacker, meaning it will be
easier to coordinate a full ATeam for the attack, and relying less on outsiders.
Increasing the 
static offset 
(the 1 hour in the beginning of the sample formula) reduces
the overall number of attacks possible in a given timespan.
An alternative formula (
B
), to make the impact of distance more pronounced:
3+random(0,Distance)
Examples:
Same planet/system, wait is always 3 hours
Planet 4 jumps away, average wait of 5 hours, range 37 hours

Gating Mechanisms - Orbital Spy Satellite
To reduce cases where corporations will use “shadowcorps”, or throwaway ”altcorps”, to
launch attacks, a gatingmechanism can be used to restrict who can launch attacks.
The suggested gatemechanism is a requirement of one (1) available Orbital Spy Satellite,
in order to launch an attack.
Each satellite has a base cost (in the range of singledigit million ISKs) for the base model,
and in later revision also require some
components/resources to be “farmed” by the
players. Higherlevel satellites could be introduced,
where minimal advantages are provided to the
attacking party.
A 48 hours production time for each satellite also
ensures that corps put planning into their attacks.
A failed attack will have a % chance of destroying
the satellite, meaning the attacker cannot be certain
they will not lose it.
This will initially limit the number of attacks
possible, as corps are passing the gate, which
could be addressed by initially giving all active
corps a single Orbital Spy Satellite.
The total number of satellites a corporation can hold should be limited to e.g. 3 or 5, to
avoid stockpiling, which would counter the effect of the gatingmechanism. A skill can be
used to allow scaling, e.g. with a base of 1 satellite, plus 1 per CEO skill in Spy Tools to a
maximum of 6.
A separate benefit is that this can be a driver for players donating resources to their corp,
further supporting teamwork inside corps.
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Mercenaries
With a higher frequency of attacks comes a higher need for manpower on both sides of
the battleline. To accommodate this, corps should have the option of using mercenaries,
either via direct contracting as is done today (“ringers”), or indirect contracting where
participation is opened to noncorp members on a perattack or perdistrictdefence basis.
When an inband attack is launched, the attacking party chooses the 
scope of
participation
, and this is locked down.
Also at the time of the attack, the attacker sets 
Battlepay
and total paypool for
participation and for winning, both for corpmembers and noncorpmembers. This would
essentially be setting up a battle contract.
At any point until the actual attack is commencing (until players can start to actually join
the battle), the defending side can set the scope of participation. Likewise, the defender
can set battlepay for participation, and for winning.
Both attacker and defender could have the option to either autoapprove any participating
mercenary or have them manually vetted. Such mechanics could open up some
interesting metaplay such as defending corporations infiltrating the attacking force etc.

Scope of Participation
The scope of participation for either an attack or a defence is a selection of 4 levels:
1. Corporate Field Commanders only
2. All Corporation Members
3. All Alliance Members (except hostiles)
4. Any Mercenary (except hostiles)
In the 3rd and 4th scope, where noncorpmembers are able to participate, no members
from the opposite corp can participate. While this in no way excludes that hostiles infiltrate
a match, it does set a first (low) hurdle.
To limit access on the 3rd and 4th scope, participants can also be limited by Lifetime Skill
Points. When setting the scope, the attacker or defender can choose to set this limit, to
avoid unskilled players. This is the easiest filter option to set up but should by no means
be the only one. As CCP develop additional ways of comparing players (such as meta
level, goal achievement, etc.), they should be implemented here as filters as well.
At the same time, a short message can be set to help encourage (or direct) players to
support a given party in a given manner.
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Formal Contracting
In a setup where anybody can be a “Ringer”, the result is that a somewhat limited number
of players end up in P.C. battles; Corps will try to engage the very best players as ringers,
to give them the best chance possible.
To alleviate this, a formal contracting system, whereby players enter into a temporary,
partial exclusivity contract with a corp, in return for some remuneration, still allows for the
use of “ringers”, but limits these in their flexibility (and presence). These contracts will need
to be tracked in some way as they are part of a person’s ‘permanent record’ in a similar
way to how corporate membership is tracked for all time in New Eden.

Example:
A player, who is a member of Corp A, enters a 3day contract with Corp B. During this
period, the player can participate in P.C. battles for both Corp A and Corp B (where 
Scope
of Participation
is set to either FCs or Whole Corp), as well as open P.C. contracts
(Scopes set to Alliance of Any).
At the same time, a player who has not been contracted, can only participate in P.C. for
her own corp, or on open P.C. contracts.
Technically this could be handled purely by the players, but to have a proper effect, would
need to be supported by the system.
If possible, whole corporations could also be allowed to be contracted by others. This
would be a CEO or officer’s role and would basically enlist all corp members to fight for
another corp for a set period of time.

A contract would consist of
● Contracting corp
● Contracted player/
squad
/corp
● Duration (hours? days?)
● Payment on completion (ISK, AUR)
● Completion terms (X matches fought, Y matches won, Z kills, etc.)
At the end of a contract’s duration, the contracting corp can elect to rate the services on a
010 scale, though only if the mercenary actually engaged in combat for the corp (to
reduce mercenaries inflating their ratings artificially). An aggregate rating can then be
shown to future contracting corps prior to initiating a contract, to assist in judging the
player.
Similarly, a participating mercenary will be able to rate the paying corp based on
experience. Did they pay adequately? Were terms met? Was the paypool large enough?
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Named Squads
An option on top of 
Formal Contracting
, is to allow the creation of, and tracking of, Named
Squads.
Where regular squads are temporary in nature, a Named Squad is a more permanent
entry, identifiable by a unique ID (name), and owner. A Formal Contract could then be
extended to such a Squad, instead of contracting individual mercs, based on the public
stats of the squad (performance, experience, skills.)
The Squad Leaders of Named Squads can create a Advert with a Squad Contract Price.
This will create a list of Squads looking to fight in P.C. CEO, Directors, and Terrestrial
Logistics Officer roles can then search these adverts and accept contracts to fight in P.C.
Battles. If a Named Squad joins a P.C. battle in a winning scenario, payment is made via
the corp wallet either directly to the squad lead or divided to the squad members based on
the contract.
A key part of Named Squads is the presence of a separate leaderboard for them, to allow
competition between these noncorpaligned groups, and to assist in advertising the
Squad in general. This leaderboard with help justify any asking price for P.C. Battle
participation. Stats like Win Loss, Kill Ratio, should be displayed in the search adverts for
accepting contracts.
Further designwork on Name Squads would be required, but is a topic separate from P.C.

Battle-pay
Battlepay consists of 2 elements: the pay given to each participant, and the total paypool.
The total paypool is the total amount of ISK/AUR a corp is willing to pay during an event.
The attacking party sets this as part of launching the attack, alongside the Scope of
Participation; likewise, the defenders can set it at any time, until the attack is started.
The Battlepay is paid to each participant, and deducted from the paypool at the end of
the engagement. If the paypool is depleted, only a partial or no Battlepay is paid out
Battlepay consists of 2 levels, participation and success, and 2 scopes, corpmember and
noncorpmember:

Participation

Success

Corp

Paid to any corpmember, who
stayed until the end of the match

Paid to any corpmember, who
stayed until the end of the match, if
the match was won

NonCorp

Paid to any noncorpmember,
who stayed until the end of the
match

Paid to any noncorpmember, who
stayed until the end of the match, if
the match was won
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Regular payment based on 25% of destroyed material and clonevalue, as well as
salvage, will remain on top of the Battlepay.
It is important to note that battle pay could also be higher than winning incomes and would
then be deducted from the paying corp’s wallet. This is essential at times when a corp is
desperate and/or needs to attract better mercenaries.
Battle Pay would be separate from contractual pay in 
Formal Contracting
.

Raid (out-of-band attacks)
We have asofyet not done actual work on the Raid mechanics for Outofband attacks,
due to ongoing work in this area from CCP Rattati et al.
Suggestions, idea etc are welcome from all parties, to be registered here.

Drone Hunt (PvE)
To allow for a PvE style encounter on P.C. districts, Drone Hunt introduces a scenario
where EVEstyle Sentient Drones can “infest” a district, locking it down.
During the dronelockdown the district produces no resources, and cannot be attacked.
Drone Hunt then consists of a gamemode where a squad of at least 3 players hunt down
Drones, and Drone Nests (turretsocket
inserts), at increasing difficulty.
Access to the Drone Hunt gamemode is
open to all players, independent of corp
and alliancemembership. This way,
everyone can attempt to locate PvE
activities, even if their corp holds no
districts.
As payment, the players get scrapmetal,
resources and ISK based on what they destroyed, allowing players to effectively farm for
ISK and resources in a limited fashion.
The corp owning the district collects a percentage of the resources and ISK, at a rate set
by the corp. This applies both to corpmembers and noncorpmember, and allows the
corp to still earn limited ISK and resources while their district is locked out.
After a number of battles (TBD), the district will be cleared of Drones and Nests. If this is
not done within a timelimit, the Drones will spread to an adjoining (random) district on the
same planet (similar to the game Slay), and if the planet is completely overrun, the Drones
will look for a random planet within a 1jump distance
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U.I. Changes
This is in no way an exchaustive walkthrough of all the User Interface (U.I.) changes that
would be required to cover every single change. Instead, it includes some more direct, or
individual, changes meant for the overall improvement of the P.C. experience.

P.C. Match Scheduling
A significant part of getting people to engage in an element of gameplay, is to inform them
of this element’s existence.
Naturally, this would generally be handled in the New Player Experience (N.P.E.), but due
to the nature of P.C., it is not a natural fit.
Putting P.C. matches and scheduling on the inmercquarter screen gives players a direct
view of the ongoing activities in P.C., and makes them aware that this is part of
DUST514’s End Game.

Match Schedule
As the screen in the mercquarters flip through content, listing the last few engagements,
along with results, and the next x P.C. matches is a good way to make people aware of
P.C. and the matches. Players who are not fighting get a way to see, and discuss, PC
activities.

Live Match
Being able to livewatch (with 20 seconds delay) P.C. matches, e.g. via a centrally
rendered and distributed stream, would allow DUST514’s P.C. to gain a place as a
spectator sport, and for players to see what they should aim for.
Again this could be done via the projected screen in the mercquarter, where a player
selects an ongoing match in the 
Match Schedule
, and choose to view it.
To save on the resources this may require, a possible option would be to stream a
topdown view of the whole match (zoomable to a small extent) instead of allowing
spectators to move their view around freeing from all angles. In essence this could also be
used by “generals” to orchestrate a whole match without participating by directing ground
forces.
Obviously some issues need addressing here such as visibility to hostiles etc. Maybe allow
a corp to mark visibility settings for corp/alliance/other.
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Battle Selection changes
To support opening up P.C. contracts to noncorpmembers, the 4th option (“Other
Contracts”) can be used to open up a list of all currentlyavailable contracts from P.C. (and
other sources).
The resulting list have to be limited by the player observing it, meaning when the Other
Contracts dialog is opened, the game has
to retrieve the latest set.
In cases where a player is eligible to join
both sides of a match, enough information
has to be displayed for both parties, to
allow the player to make an informed
decision on who to fight for:
● Attacker / Defender corp
names+logo
● Current number of players
● Battlepay
● Short message from the corp
● Planned/Actual time of the fight
● District history *
● Corporation history *
● Last 10 engagements outcome *
The list can, naturally, be limited to only those matches spooling up within the next 60
minutes, both to limit the number of returned objects, and to limit what information it shares
with the world.
The items marked with * might be difficult to fit in, but could be available in an extended
dialog.
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APIs and Integration

CREST - Planetary Conquest
CREST for P.C. currently consists of a single public endpoint, that lists all districts, along
with common values for these (state, clonecount etc).
This existing endpoint is not expected to be changed, except adding a state for “infested”
districts.

P.C. Open Contracts Endpoint
Having a public endpoint that lists all inbound P.C. matches with public contracts (
Scope of
Participation
set to Any Mercenary, will help people see if there are any upcoming matches
worth participating.
Likewise, an endpoint requiring identification, where 3rd parties can get a
Mercenaryspecific list of upcoming battles (incl. smaller scopes), will significantly help
corps muster their troops, and set up tools for handling alerting.
Both endpoints would have to update hourly, or bihourly depending on absolute minimum
time from an attack is launched, until the battle will start.

Infested P.C. Districts
A public endpoint listing all districts that are currently infested, along with Percentage (%)
indicator of how far along the Drones are with either spreading, or getting fully destroyed.
The updaterate on this should be hourly, to allow players track status, and react if a
district is not cleared fast enough to allow production.
This endpoint is partly duplicated by simply including the “Infested” state in the current
P.C. endpoint, but that endpoint is not having any details on progress, is large (all
districts), and updating too infrequently.

Emails - Attack Message
When an attack is launched, it is beneficial to transmit an email either to the CEO or
Logistics Officers of the defending corp, containing all pertinent details.
The email contains 2 sections:
Section 1 describes the attack, Location, Timing etc
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Section 2 lists all currently pending attacks, as a summary to ensure that the recipient
always have a uptodate list.
This naturally assumes that the system can send to the email address registered to the
relevant PSN accounts.

IFTTT
Native IFTTT support is not recommended, but instead the playerbase should be
encouraged to determine how to get IFTTT (or similar services) to process the Attack
Messages and trigger events (aka recipes).
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